Alternative secondary structures in the 5' exon affect both forward and reverse self-splicing of the Tetrahymena intervening sequence RNA.
The natural splice junction of the Tetrahymena large ribosomal RNA is flanked by hairpins that are phylogenetically conserved. The stem immediately preceding the splice junction involves nucleotides that also base pair with the internal guide sequence of the intervening sequence during splicing. Thus, precursors which contain wild-type exons can form two alternative helices. We have constructed a series of RNAs where the stem-loop in the 5' exon is more or less stable than in the wild-type precursor, and tested them in both forward and reverse self-splicing reactions. The presence of a stable hairpin in ligated exon substrates interferes with the ability of the intervening sequence to integrate at the splice junction. Similarly, the presence of the wild-type hairpin in the 5' exon reduces the rate of splicing 20-fold in short precursors. The data are consistent with a competition between unproductive formation of a hairpin in the 5' exon and productive pairing of the 5' exon with the internal guide sequence. The reduction of splicing by a hairpin that is a normal feature of rRNA structure is surprising; we propose that this attenuation is relieved in the natural splicing environment.